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Research

1. Gene modiﬁcation by the gene targeting in rice.
The technology of gene targeting (GT) mediated by homologous recombination (HR) is a powerful tool for
genetic engineering and the study of gene function, because GT has a possibility of artiﬁcial gene design
through precise nucleotide manipulation. We ﬁrstly succeeded GT of Waxy based on a strong positive negative (PN) selection in rice ( Oryza sativa L.), an important staple food. Fifteen individual rice genes were
subsequently targeted by our GT procedure. Our research purpose is improvements of the GT technol ogy and the progression of molecular breeding in rice.

Figure; GT of Waxy resulted in mutant waxy . The waxy phenotype was detected in rice seed and pollen.

2. Improvement of Potato production by True Potato seed.
On potatoes, we are developing TPS (True potato seed) system. This system uses biological seed (TPS)
instead of seed tuber as planting material. TPS is not only to facilitate storage and transport but also to
prevent from infecting many disease intermediate seed tuber.
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